
Part 1: Distribution Alternatives 

Reading : Chapter 1 and 26 (p.681-687) 

OPTIONS FOR GETTING PRODUCT/SERVICE TO THE ULTIMATE CONSUMER 
- Control of the entire retail chain 

• where business supplies directly to the consumer with no middle-man 
• costs a great deal of capital to set up 
• growth is via opening more outlets 

- Agency 
• where a producer supplies goods to an end consumer via an agent 
• often, suppliers will set up agents around the country with no strict premises 
• less costly than owning the entire chain 

- Distribution 
• the supplier sells stock to a distributor, who then on-sells to a consumer 
• in this case, the supplier is not liable for the acts of the distributor 
• two completely separate businesses 
• downsides? the S has to deal with D, and the S cedes control over interaction with the consumer 

- Franchisee System 
• where a franchisee pays a franchisor to use a “business blueprint” to start up a firm 
• the franchisee has to pay: 

- an upfront fee 
- fit-out costs of the premises 
- ongoing royalties 
- marketing fees 
- also must maintain quality control and standards set 

• why might people choose to buy franchised rather than start up a new business? 
- safety/trust 
- know what they are getting into (though this is not always the case; many think buying into a 

franchise means less risk, this is not always true) 
- must consider whether there is some great secret behind the franchise 

COMPARING DISTRIBUTION AGREEMENTS AND AGENCY 
- How can we tell which is which? 

• the court looks at the substance of what is going on (e.g. in the contract) RATHER THAN the form of 
such and agreement; what are the parties true intent according to the agreement? 

CASE: Turnbull & Jones Ltd. v Amner and Sons 
• Df wanted to buy a machine to crush lime, so dealt with an American company “G Co” 
• Machine was shipped and paid for by the Pl “Turnbull” who called themselves agents of G Co 
• Turnbull was noted to be the “sole agent” of G Co 
• Allegedly, the machine was useless and the Df refused to pay for it 
• There had been no previous dealings between Amner and Turnbull; all discussions were with G Co 



• This meant that there were in fact 2 contracts: one between G Co and Turnbull and another between 
Turnbull and Amner — therefore Turnbull could sue Amner 

• The court considered that Turnbull was the sole agent for G Co in NZ, that the order placed by Amner 
went directly to G Co, the fact all negotiations were between G Co and Amner, and that all the 
representations around the capabilities of the machine were made by G Co 

• COURT FOUND that Turnbull was acting as an agent only; the court looked at the contract / 
substance of the agreement and found it fair and reasonable that Turnbull was an agent — therefore 
they could not sue Amner as there was no existing contract between the 2 companies 

CASE: Fraser Ramsay Ltd v De Renzy 
• Under an agreement, Fraser appointed De Renzy its sole agent 
• The agency was to supply certain machine for a certain period of time 
• Fraser sourced machines from a 3rd party “F Ltd” 
• Agreement had a clause; the terms of the agreement were the same as the supply contract between 

Fraser and F Ltd 
• Problem: Fraser was no longer able to get supply of machines from F Ltd and so De Renzy could not 

be supplied any machines 
• De Renzy also had an obligation to Fraser to maintain a minimum level of sales 
• De Renzy argued that they were a distributor and when they place an order, Fraser must deliver 
• If DR was a distributor, this would be the case (NOT if they were an agent) 
• ISSUE: was De Renzy a distributor or an agent? 
• Court said that De Renzy’s “agent” title didn’t matter; the substance does and the court found the 

agreement had the intent to create more than a mere agency 
• Why? When DR ordered a machine they had to pay straight away. Also, DR didn't receive a 

commission, its profits came from markup. There were also no dealings between customers and 
Fraser, only with DR. Also, the minimum performance agreement was more consistent with a 
distribution agreement 

• Court found this to be a distribution contract NOT an agency agreement 

- From the Fraser case, we can conclude the following material factors for determining agency: 
• title for goods doesn't pass from supplier to retailer 
• supplier controls the retail price and terms of retail 
• supplier restricts retailer’s ability to modify / alter product 

- An agent owes fiduciary obligations 
• an agent must account for profits to the producer whereas a distributor if free to retain profits 

CASE: Gannow Engineering Co Ltd v Richardson 
• Richardson was appointed agent to sell machines — it would receive a commission but first had to 

buy machine from Gannow 
• Gannow did not stipulate what the retail price had to be 
• Richardson started selling the machines for more than what it had paid for them 
• Gannow argued that Richardson was their agent and sued for an account of profits 
• Issue was whether Richardson was an agent or a distributor (if they were an agent, they had a 

fiduciary obligation not to profit or put themselves in a conflict of interest with Gannow) 



• Court found that Richardson was NOT and agent, why? It did not receive a set price from Gannow, 
and Richardson had to buy the machines from Gannow before sale 

CASE: Hospital Products Ltd v United States Surgical Corp 
• parties had an exclusive contract — HPL would buy surgical staples from USSC, was called a 

distribution agreement in the contract 
• HPL decided to manufacture a very similar type of surgical staple and terminated their contract with 

USSC 
• USSC sued HPL for an account of profits; it said HPL was really an agent and so owed a fiduciary 

duty of care not to profit by selling competing products 
• Court found that HPL was an independent seller / distributor NOT an agent and an account of profits 

could not be granted — the remedy granted was damages for breach of contract, though such an 
order is difficult; it is meant to put a company into the position it might have been in originally (minus 
the breach) — difficult to say which of HPL’s sales might have instead gone to USSC 

CASE: C-Shirt Pty Ltd v Barnett Marketing and Management Pty Ltd 
• Held that a distributor can act in own interests by selling competition products (nothing in the contract 

that said they couldn’t) 
• Should the duty to not sell competition products be implied into the contract? NO, it’s an “arms-

length” transaction — if contract doesn’t say so, you can sell competing products 
• Best way to stop a distributor from selling competition products is to insert a clause into the contract; 

prevent a distributor from selling competing products 
• There is NO presumption in favour of exclusivity



Part 2: Agency Law 

Reading : Chapter 2 

FUNCTION OF AGENCY WITHIN BUSINESS LAW 
- Bowstead’s definition: 

• “agency is the fiduciary relationship between two persons, one of whom expressly or impliedly 
consents that the other should act on his behalf so as to affect his relations with third parties” 

CREATION OF AGENCY 
- By Agreement 

• can be express or implied (some must be in writing) 

- Retrospectively (ratification) 

- By Law 
• the fraud of an agent can be attributed to the principal 

- By Law through vicarious liability 
• actions of agent (including fraud) are attributed to the principal if there is a close connection between 

task engaged to do and the improper/unlawful act of the agent (“materialisation of the inherent risk” 
in giving the task to the agent) 

CASE: Dollars and Sense v Nathan 
• Case where the fraud of the agent was not known to the principal 
• DS was in the process of advancing funds to Nathan, they wanted a security interest over his parent’s 

home however — the mortgage had to be signed by the parent however 
• DS gave Nathan the contract with the task of obtaining the signatures; Nathan forged mother’s 

signature unknown to DS 
• The issue was whether DS had appointed Nathan their agent and whether his fraud could be 

attributed to them? 
• Court found this to be the case, the agency arose by law when DS instructed Nathan to get the 

signatures (law has implied the agency relationship) 

AGENCY VIA ESTOPPEL 
- when this occurs, the agent has “apparent” authority 

• need not be actual authority 
• there needs to be a representation or holding out by the principal (can be via conduct) 
• the third party must not have actual or constructive knowledge of agent’s lack of authority 
• when considering third party knowledge, the fact that the third party was dealing with the company 

for the first time or had prior dealings will factor into constructive knowledge  

ACTUAL AUTHORITY IN FRANCHISE AGREEMENTS 
- a franchise agreement will normally have no agency clauses, for example: 

• “the parties acknowledge that they are independent contractors and no relationship of partnership, 
agency, or employment is intended to be implied into this agreement” 



CASE: Commerce Commission v Contours Exclusive Limited 
• The first Df was franchisor of a chain of women’s gyms 
• The second Df was its director 
• The franchisee was guilty of misleading ads in the NZ Herald 
• HELD that the franchisee’s use of the franchisor’s trademark was a “representation clothing the 

advertisement with the imprimatur of the first defendant” — franchisee acting within scope of 
apparent authority — therefore made franchisor liable. 

• The use of the TM was an implied representation that the franchisee had authority to bind the 
franchisor  

APPARENT AUTHORITY 
CASE: Miller v McDonalds Corp 
• Customer bit into a stone and sued McDonalds (not franchisee — the one she had a contractual 

relationship with) 
• McDonalds was effectively the principal, the franchise agreement imposed very strict controls and 

compliance; in the contract there was a clause stating that McDonalds was not liable for the 
negligence of the franchisee 

• HELD that there was sufficient evidence to raise an issue of apparent agency because the 
corporation’s requirements were imposed to maintain an image of uniformity — i.e. a third party 
doesn't see any difference between the franchisee and franchisor 

[compare] 
CASE: Fitzgerald v H&R Block the Income Tax People 
• franchisee absconded and left client suffering a loss as a result of the actions of the franchisee 
• client couldn't sue franchisee (as he bolted) so tried to sue the principal/franchisor 
• HELD the description of the premises as H&R Block the Income Tax People would not mean to the Pl 

or a member of the general public that they were dealing with H&R Block Ltd. 
• Court thought there was sufficient delineation between the 2 entities 

[compare] 
CASE: Beuker v H&R Block Canada Inc 
• HELD the client third party at all times believed that he was dealing with H&R Block Canada Inc or its 

agents. H&R Block Inc was therefore found liable. In this case, the client is not expected to know the 
difference (depends on country in these cases). 

Fair Trading Act 
- s45(2) 

• any conduct by a servant on behalf of a company shall be deemed to have been engaged by the 
company also 

• by statute, cannot just hide behind a company — both employee and company will be liable 



DUTIES OF AGENTS 
- 2 Kinds: 

• 1) Duties of Performance (contractual duties) — common law 
• contractual agents must: 

- act according to instructions 
- act within authority (express, implied, or customary) 
- use due skill and care (industry standard) 

	 CASE: Stafford v Conti Commodity Services Ltd 
• there was an error of judgement in the commodities market by an advisor 
• is this negligence? 
• a simple error and since commodities market is inherently risky, not negligent 

- gratuitous agents (free services) must: 
- act within given authority 
- exercise the care of a reasonable person 

	 CASE: Nicholls v Peers 
• an accountant was a co-signatory of a couple’s bank account 
• their lawyer asked the accountant to sign a blank cheque 
• accountant didn't charge for services when signing the cheque (acting as co-signatory) 
• court found accountant liable for signing blank cheque (lawyer had absconded with 

couple’s money) and was responsible even though he wasn't paid 

• 2) Fiduciary Duty — equitable law 
• ALL agents are fiduciaries — this rule is strict 
• fiduciary must be extremely loyal to whom they owe the duty 
• fiduciaries cannot enter into engagements where there might be a conflict of interest with the 

interests of those they are bound to protect 
• fiduciary acts on behalf of another in a particular matter in circumstances which give rise to a 

relationship of trust and confidence — the highest standard of duty 
• fiduciary duties include: 

- avoiding conflicts of interest 
- avoiding secret profits (e.g. Gatherwood v Blunder & Brown — principal sold property to his 

real estate agent who said he wanted it for a long term investment, before settlement, agent 
obtained a good offer from a third party and didn’t tell principal [secret profits] which led to 
the courts granting an account of profits for the principal) 

- cannot misuse principal’s property 
- cannot misuse confidential information (but cannot prevent agent using general skills/

expertise acquired) 

- Remedies available to Principal? 
• account of profits, restitution, injunction, specific performance, avoidance of transaction 

- Undisclosed Agency 
• Principal can sue third party provided the agent acts within authority IF: 

- agency has not been denied 
- identity of 3rd party material to principal (e.g. Said v Butt — where the third party knew that the 

principal would not enter into a contract with him directly) 
- 3rd party has not exercised right to set-off agent’s debts 
- 3rd party has not already settled debt with agent 



- Agent acting without authority 
• a principal is not liable for acts of an agent acting without authority (agent can make themselves 

personally liable in such cases) 
• 3rd party can sue agent for breach of warranty of authority to act 
• 3rd party can sue agent for negligent misstatement (tort) 
• agent may be liable under s9 FTA 
• “passing on instructions from principal” is a limited defence


